
bodyybody

CONDITION: CELLULITE
DAILY – MORNING OR NIGHT

Cleanse skin with a mixture of Fruit Enzyme Wash and Bamboo Scrub. Work into 
area –massaging grains over skin to create a good polish. Rinse away cleansing 
mixture with hot towels or in shower.

(OR) Smooth Ultra Exfole or Peel Cream all over affected area and let absorb.

Spray Energizing Peptide Spritz on thighs – lightly tap into skin. Let solution
remain and absorb into skin for 2 to 3 minutes.

Apply Bio Reform 28 directly over Energizing Peptide Spritz and massage 
thoroughly into skin. Let remain on skin.

CONDITION: COARSE / ROUGH TEXTURE SKIN
DAILY – MORNING OR NIGHT

Work Bamboo Scrub into desired area, massaging well in a circular motion for
several minutes.  Rinse thoroughly and rub vigorously with dry towel for maxi-
mum exfoliation.

Apply Peel Cream to skin and smooth in.  This will remain on skin.  Some may
experience a tingling sensation from the AHA’s on some areas of the body.

After Peel Cream is worked completely into to skin – apply a generous layer of 
Nurture Balm to treated area and blend into skin.

CONDITION: AGING / CREPE ON DÉCOLLETÉ AND ARMS 
NIGHTLY 

Pump a couple drops of Fruit Enzyme Wash into hands and work into desired 
area for several minutes.  Remove with warm water.

Apply Ultra Exfole over area and massage into skin for several minutes. (This 
product may be a little tacky.) Tap into skin and let absorb for 10 minutes before 
moving on to the next step.

NOTE: Use glove to apply or rinse hands immediately after massaging in as this 
product is active and may cause peeling to the palm of hands.

Spray Energizing Peptide Spritz and gently pat into skin.  Let solution absorb into 
skin for 2 to 3 minutes.

Massage Bio Reform 28 into skin thoroughly until the product is completely
absorbed.    Let remain on skin.

CONDITION: BROWN SPOTS ON HANDS
DAILY – MORNING OR NIGHT

Work in Ultra Exfole onto tops of hands and wrists, blend in for several minutes.  
This will be a tacky, wait a couple of minutes to let product completely absorb
before applying the next step.

Massage a generous amount of Phyto-Endorphin Hand Cream into hands and 
work in. 

In a morning application apply Daytime Defense SPF30 for additional support, so 
that skin with be protected during the use of the active ingredients in Ultra
Exfole. 

*Consistency is key!! Must use daily for maximum results!
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